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1795. M'e have come a Ions way from Gauss viii Kalni:in 
to present-day numerically stable and accurate estinia1ors 
for precision orbit determination [ 1-41, I t  appcars that the 
prime iswe from the very beginning has been the 
computation;tl speed and accuracy [ I .  51. While Gauss 
invented and used the method of least squares as an 
estimation technique. Kalman solved the problem of 
filterins systems with noisy measurements and process 
noise in dynamics in 1960 12, 31. The Kalman filter is 
regarded as an efficient computational solution of the 
least-squares method. I t  has been applied to a number of 
areas: p w e r  systems. aerospace navieation systems. 
coniniunications. process control. and biomedical 
applications. Soon the researchers became aware of 
numerical problems associated with the Kalman filter and 
many related problems were studied in 16-91, As a result 
new alternative filtering techniques were proposed 14, 
10-171. They were claimed to be numerically more stable 
and efficient than the conven1ion~1 Kalman filter. In the 
present work we discuss some of these estimators since 
they have a great impact on orbit determination 
nicthodology. 
Since the orbit determination process (ODP) involves 
system models. measurements, arid estimation technique. 
w e  discuv these aspects critically and review various 
altcrnalives to illuniinate their merits and demerits. 
We systematically rabularize the constituents of ODP. 
various parameter sets (coordinate systems). and fcatures 
of some orbit estimators. We also survey some of thc 
representative application results which elucidate the 
aspects of stability. efficiency, and accuracy of the 
filtering algorithms. When appropriate we highlight some 
aspects related to on-board orbit determination (OBOD). 
The central issue of this exposition is to take a step i n  
the direction of evohing an ODhl that has attributes of 
good numeric stability. efficiency. and accuracy. In our 
opinion this review is the first of its kind i n  the open 
literature on the orbit determination problem. 
Mathematics is kept to a minimum. The related aspects of 
spacecraft attitude estimation utilizing the Kalman filter 
are elegantly presented in 118, 191. 
11. ORBIT DETERMINATION PROBLEM 
Orbit determination is the process of obtaining values 
of those parameters which completely specify the motion 
of an orbiting body. a satellite through space, based on a 
set of observations ofthe body. The observations may be 
obtainable from the ground-based tracking system or  from 
the sensors on-board the satellite. A high precision orbit 
determination estimator takes the measurement noise into 
account and determines an orbit that provides a "best fit"  
to the collected data (subject to dynamics of orbital 
motion of a satellite). The current estimate of orbital 
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parameters must be updated periodically using tracking 
and ranging data. Accurate orbit prediction is necessary 
for determination of launch windows, plannine of orbit 
maneuvers. and anticipating events such as eclipses. 
The search and rescue satellite aided tracking 
(SARSAT) system 1201 requires that accurate orbital 
information be available at all times so that an accurate 
position of the site of an emergency can be computed 
immediately 121, 22). For a mission life of several years 
3 km orbibposition error is feasible. However, the 
position of the satellite should be known to an accuracy 
of I km-at all times during a pass, in order that this error 
will be a very small pan of the total error budget 1221. 
The communications functions of a geosynchronous 
satellite necessitate accurate conlrol of orbit and attitude. 
To achieve the required control of a satellite's orbit. i t  is 
necessary to determine Ihe current orbit and then plan an) 
required corrections. The position of a communications 
ate l l i t e  must remain within a small tolerance band of the 
assigned longitude. The need for strict control arises 
becau\e many groundbased receiving antennas are 0 1  the 
nontracking type. For Ku-band systems (I4-GHz uplink.  
I 2-CHI downlink). the Ioleranc'r bands are r 0.05 
degree in longitude and latitude I23J. To ensure that 
timely orbit correction can be applied for restricting the 
altitude error within cenain limit*. the altitudc niust be 
nieasured to a high degree of accuracy: I pan in 10'' 
1241. The effects of orbital inclination on communications 
satellite system design are discussed in 1251. 
The navigation satellite time and ranging 
(NAVSTAR) system is based on satellites that 
continuously transmit data about their positions 126.~271. 
Receiving signals from NAVSTAR satellites. ground 
vehicles. ships. and airplanes can determine th& own 
positions and speeds. Ground stations nionitor the 
satellites and compute their orbits and clock drifts. 
Navigation accuracy is heavily dependent on relative 
satellite geometry and NAVSTAR clock accuracy 1281 
111,  ORBIT DETERMINATION PROCESS 
Major constituents of an ODP are: system models. 
measurements, and estimation technique as outlined in 
Table 1. We observe that there arc many alternatives 
under each major columnlitem of the table. For greater 
details on formulations of models and algorithms the cited 
references must be consulted. 
A. System Models 
By system models we mean the system de\cription 
required for dynamics of orbital motion of a satellite. 
measurement models, Eanh's rotation. and penurbation 
models. 
I )  D p ~ m i ~ s . -  Two-body motion is the principal orbit 
motion. The orbits of most of the bodies in \pace can be 
described as two-body orbits to a fair degrec of accuracy. 
Orbital elements are the parameters which completely 
specify the basic two-body motion of orbitins bodics. 
Several formulations of parameter sets are possible 121. 
29. ,301. in Table I I  we compare commonly used 
parameter sets for orbit description. Also refer to  Fi:. I 
The classical orbital elements (C6) set employs an 
Eanh-centered incnial frame and six paramctcrs to 
provide complete description of thc orbit (see Fig. I i a ) ) .  
them here in some detail. 
Since IC-6 and U7 sets are widely used wc dcscribe 
TABLE I 
Orbit Determination Proces 
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ing typc data 1371 Atmospheric models - UDF'RTS4 1671 
- c rpncn t ia l  modcl 1331 
S t l " t S  - Broglto'i density niiidsl 133) - L-D 170. 711 
Emh m d c l  l?ll 
Penuibationr 
- z m a l  and Tesscrrl 1331 
- a i r  drag 1331 
- C-D lJ6l 
- SBDC tcchniquc 1731 
- Rigrrhev filtcr (74. 751 
Six  51atc1 
Only 0°C element 
Y l r , e *  rapidly 
Transition matri? 
cumputation i\ 
simple 
Similar singular- 
i t ier as f o r  U7 
L6 = lC,,.Cv2. 
C. + R , ,  . R, :. A1 
In IC-6 hct rcprcxcnr;ttion of dynamics I? I .  3 I I we 
have 
7 ' 2  r ,,, 
( I )  
and 
u here 
.r,,v.r 
I ' ~ , V ~ , I ~ ~  IC ci~i~~piincnts of u 
r, u 
IC coniponcnts of r (see Fig. I (b ) )  
position and vclocity vectors of an orbiting 
bodv 
Ii 
" , \ , [ I ,  .a: 
pvitation31 pararncter for the Earth 
IC components of pcnurbing accelcralions 
In this set. position and vclociry determine the orbit. 
section paranietcrs. But ultirnately we need to compute 
position and velocity at each instant of processing the 
measurements 
Altman's unified state model (USM) 121. 32. 331. In 
USM both orbit and attitude dynamics of an orbiting 
body can he described in a unified manner. We describe 
only the orbital pait or the model. The attractive 
properties of U7 (seven states) and U6 (six states) of 
USM are given i n  Table 11. One of the important 
- However. for thc fconictry of the orbit we need conic 
Another useful set for orbital dynamics is based on 
where 
C-  
h 
R 
W ,  
0 
- W I  
0 
sin h ( I  + p)cos A 
(31 
u/h (u  is defined earlier) 
specific angular momentum 
eC 
eccentricity of the orbit - e 
RII.RR componentsofvector RtIRI = R;R13 = 0 
(see 121. fig. 2.31) 
the four Euler parameters describing the e0, 
rotation from the inertial frame to-the 
velocity-orbital frame 
properties is that the parameters of this representation are 
free from classical sinylarities. However, retrograde and 
deep-space mission type (rectilinear) orbits cannot be 
The USM is based on the orbit description in the 
velocity-space as against the conventional position-space. 
. represented i n  these velocity-space sets. 
The circular, elliptic, parabolic, and hyperbolic orbits (of 
position-space) transform into circular velocity- 
hodographs in the velocity-space (Fig. I). 
eo3, em) and the parametric variables (C.R,, ,R,*) 
together define the orbital states in the instantaneous 
orbital plane 1211. ConsequentLy we have 
and eOl2 + eOz2 + eOJL + em2 = I. The associated 
auxiliary equations are Siven in the Appendix. The a<., are 
the velocity-space components of the perturbing 
acceleration. The operational details for these are given in 
[331. 
I t  would often be advantageous to combine two 
parameter sets in order to derive cenain advantages from 
The four-parameter set of Euler parameters (eel, eoz. 
37- 
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e a I semi-major axis 
9 b = semi-minor axis 
* e = eccentricity 
E i = inclination 
w = argument of perifocus 
R = argument of ascending node 
I 
9 
4 rl = true anamoly 
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be transmitted to the ground station for mission data 
processing. 
In 1371 the use of satellite-to-satellite (STS) tracking 
data is considered for orbit detemiination. An STS 
tracking system makes measurements of such parameters 
as range, range rate, angles. and direction cosines to a 
spacecraft relative to a given tracking station. In two-way 
tracking a signal is transmitted from a well surveyed 
ground station to a spacecraft transponder which 
frequently translates the signal for retransmission directly 
back to the ground station or, as in the case of STS 
tracking, to another spacecraft. With a single synchronous 
relay satellite. an STS tracking system is capable of 
observing a near-Earth satellite durins almost half of 
every orbit. Similar coverage of a satellite in a high 
inclination orbit would be difficult to obtain with a 
ground based system: SARSAT system provides a 
promising application of STS tracking system. Yet 
another kind of autonomous system with data of angle 
nieasurements between the moon and stars is considered 
in 1381. 
Conventional data type is a set of azimuth, elevation. 
range. and range-rate observables obtainable from a 
groundbased observation site of known coordinates. The 
angle measurements are with respect to a topocentric 
coordinate system located at the observation site. Range 
and rahge-rate can be specified i n  IC reference frame. 
The ranging data provide the means of establishing 
satellite position. The uncertainty is about 0.015 km rms. 
Azimuth and elevation angles cannot be measured with 
similar accuracy. Previous studies have shown that angle 
data supplemented with n n g e  data achieve acceptable 
accuracy in position estimation. 
Occasionally various observablcs can be combined 
from different ground stations in order to achieve desired 
accuracies in position and velocity of a satellite. This 
choice should be balanced against the increased 
coniputational burden. In 1391 the USE of combined 
spacecraft-based optical observations and Earth-based 
radiometric observations to achieve accurate orbit 
' 
determination of Voyager during the Jupiter encounter 
approach phase is considered. The combination of both 
data types from Voyazer (I and II) encounters results in a 
Galilean satellite ephemeris significantly improved over 
that available to voyager from Earth-based observations. 
Other mandatory data and constants include: 
coordinates of selected stars, landmark and ground 
stations. Earth model and geopotential constants for 
~ ~ t o n ~ m o ~ ~ / n ~ n a ~ t o n o m o u s  orbit determination. I t  may 
be noted that uncertainfies in these coordinates and 
parameters may reflect as additional modeling errors. 
These may be accounted for by estimating them as the 
additional states. 
C. Hardware  
Vehicle M o r r r i r c d  Sensor SI .SIP~I .S  SMSS): Thc 
equipment complex for an autononiou? satellite n;iviplion 
system consists mainly of sensors for observing 
navigation quantities, and space-borne computer (SBC) tc 
process prestored and sensors data. 
VMSSs that can be used for attitudelorbit determination. 
References (38, 411 contain an excellent account of two 
such systems. 
measurenients between the moon and second magnitude 
(or brighter) stars in a Kalman navigation filter (KNF)  fo 
estimate vehicle position and velocity. The SSS is a 
lightweight, low power, high performance, onboard 
navigation sysfem. It has a very high le\'el of autonomy. 
It provides an accuracy of 0.241 km within 24 hour3 of 
commencement of navigation and achieves about I .8 km 
(= I nni)  accuracy within 10 minutes 138. 41 1 .  I t  is 
claimed 14 I \  that the space-sexrant can be used also a!, a 
sensor to allow spacecraft altitude detemiination to an 
accuracy of I arcsec. I t  requires data storage for lunar  
ephemeris and terrain height compensation if ultimiltc 
accuracy is required. Design concepts of the operational 
space sextant are discussed in 1381. 
(4 I ]  also uses a KNF. but it measures angles to exi5ting 
radiometric landmarks and signal time of arrival lroni 
some of these landmarks with special charactcristics. I t  is 
a completely strapped down sensor which only requires 
small antennas to be mounted on the Earrh-pointing h c c  
of the spacecraft. The PRAlS navigation system uses 
simultineous measurements to three landmark radars. 
Pseudonnge (PRA) and interferometer landmark trxker 
(ILT) measurements are employed to each landmark. The 
ILT measurements quickly reduce navigation eirors .while 
the PAR measurements contribute to accurate steady state 
performance. The PRAIS provides potential accuracy on 
most orbits. up to about 0.015 km position error. I t  has 
no moving parts. 
Elecrronics orid Space-borne Compurers: Autonomous 
systems require electronics and computers for ncquisition 
and preprocessing of measurements and implementation 
of Kalman filter type algorithms. I n  1381 some l'eaiures of 
the required electronics are described. I n  most of such 
systems the electronics package is an integral pan of the 
entire system. 
characteristics of space-bome computers that may be 
utilized for implementation of the filtering algorithm. 
wired sequencers. to complex general-purpose machines 
with Iary memories and redundant processors. The 
reference [421 provides an excellent account of the SBCS 
used for control. The performance of SBCs measured by 
such facfors as improved speed and larger memory has 
improved more than a factor of lo00 in the last I2 years. 
The cost. weight, and power to perform a given function 
are decreasing significantly. As missions become more 
complex and as spacecrafts operate for dccp-spxc 
mission\. spacecrafts niust be czpable of grea[er 
In this section we briefly describe some of the 
The space-sextant system (SSS) uses angle 
The passive ranging interferometer system (PRAISI 
In what follows, we briefly state the requirements and 
Spacecraft computers have evolved from simple. hard- 
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,finLC. (I, 
Estirnarorr for OD 
t 
ConvergencetComputa anal 
Eslirnator Estimation Mode ASpeCtS Applicatiun, 
Gaussian least squarcr dif- Initial slile Batch itemlive Not fail-safe To many nonlinear ertima- 
fereniial comction terh- use beiter numerical algorithm tion prohlems 1531 
nique (GLSDC) to calculate Ax 
Extended Kalman fi lter State paramcler Recursive. lreraiions done to Rone to divergence Numerous 
improve accuracy P may become nonpositive dcfi- For attiiudelorhit estimation 
niie-use of patch-up tech- 
niques to preveni diverEcence 
(EKFI 
[lo. 19. ?I. 22. 731 
Computationally efficient 
Adaptive fillerr ( A F I  Siate~parameicr1Q.R. Recursive Improvement over EKF compu- Orbit d~term~natiunlremtry 
rnodelinp errors tational burden increased over trajccrory 110. 56. 571 
EKF (estimarer Q.R. modsl- 
ing error adaprively to preuent 
divergence) 
SRIFISRCF State paramcrer Seq"C"tia1 Definite improvement over *Apollo Lun :~  mwiunr 
EKF. Mariner 9 hlarh whiter 
some space probe 
UYS square mat of in foma-  
tion matrix A = P ~ or co- 
variance rn3tn.x P 
Compurationally not burden- Mariner 10 Venur-lrlsrcury 
Aircraft navigation 
Staic paramcter Recursive Similar to SRlF except that it  *Viking Mars UD filter ( U D F )  
l t c r a t m s  can be made io uses U - D  factors o f  Voyager Jupirer 3prcecrait 
improvc accuncy P (  =UDUTI  FPS-aided airrraii  nrrqr- 
Doer not involve rquarc roots 
Computationally crficieni S e a m  all imetry crlihrdtion 
Suitable for onboard applica- 
lion 
Aircraft and mi\sils tmcking 
tiuns 
UDFIRTS smwthcr Stxe  paramcter Fonvard pass-UD filrcr No convergence problems Yet 1" appear 
Sxkward pass-RTS or RTS- (Backward rwccp) rmwth ing 
may improve accuracy 
Doe not need mcarurcrncnt Computationally noi burden- 
Nonrcal time 
B rmmther 1641 
data for ihir pass some 
c.u (U.D diffCmmini) film Staic parameier Bared n o  propagation of UD Computationdly less efficient GPS 1461 
farion of cuntinuou~ lime 
equat,onr 
L-D filter (LDFI siatc parameier Centen around L-D facton Computalionally more efficient (71 1 
lhan UDF 
plored 
than conventional LDF 
(U-OF1 
Many properties need to be ex- 
and exploits block rcctan- 
t r i x  
gular structu.rc of H ma- - 
Sliding barch ddfcreotial Slate Forgetting past observations Perfomianre compares with TDRSS OROD 1731 
Otherwise same as differen- EKF comciion technique 
(SBDC) t iai correciion technique 
Pupachcv filter (PF) s m e s  (nonlinear Recursive Complex calculaiions of gains (751 
",CddS)l""k"OW" Filter simple 
panmttefi Numencal properties need 10 be 
ex p I o re d 
*See Applications References of 1781. 
6. Extended Kalman Filter i, = h(.r, , i ) ,  (predicted measurements). (18) 
The filter is generally given in tb'o algorithms. Time update: 
Measurement update: 
i, = X, + K,(z ,  - i,). (states) 
f, = f, - K, (P,H:IT. ( c o v m i n c e )  (17) where 
i, = r(i,/i,.  I) the one srcp predicted estimate of x, 
X, = x(r, / i , )  the filter estimate 
predicted and filter tiniate error P,. Pi 
covariance matriccs 
measurement matrix ( H  = a h / J x T )  
process noise and measurement noise 
covariance matrices 
state transition matrix ((b = 
+ 
H, 
Q,.R, 
? F  u, - t, ~ , I  . F = ajmxT) 0, 
i dixrete-time index. 
The tilrcr obtains estimates of the states recursively 
and can be used in  real-time mode. 
In off-linc recursive iterative (ORI) mode the filter 
sfan\ prowsin: data after all the measurements have 
becn collccrcd. Thcn starting from the final state ehtimate 
the filter is run backward in time to process rneasurcment 
data (or 10 predict thc states) up to initial time. This can 
be c a l l d  lorward-backward filtering (FBF). For nonlinear 
problcnis this mode is used to improve the estimates’ 
accuncy. I t  is nut clear whcrhcr this nicde will always 
convcrsc [( I  the same estimates as oht:tined by the batch 
least squares forniulation. 
Althouxh thc exrcnded Kalman filter (EKF)  113s bccn 
applied to nunicrous acrospace problems. the 
phcnonicnon of divcrgcnce associated wi th  its 
implcnlcnt:ition has caused a graat deal of concern. When 
crrors in‘thc niodcl build up over a pciiod of t i m e  and 
causc a signilicant  degradation^ in the accurucy of the 
cstiniatc. divcrjicncc is said to occur. 
Divcrgcncc may occur due to 141: 
I )  the use of  incorrect a priori statistics and unmodelcd 
par~inctcrs (P .Q.  R chosen incorrectly. i ncomphc  
knowlcdgc of‘systcm models) 
2) thc prcscncc of nonlincxities when lincar models arc 
used 
3) the cffccr o f  computer roundoff due to finite word- 
IcnSth iniplcnicntation. 
The effccts of type I )  are analyzed in  16-91. For 
problems of typc 2) iterated EKF. second-order filter 
1551. 3nd J-adaptive filtcr 1571 have been proposed. The 
problems of type 3) are elegantly addresscd in 141. 
for the combined parameter and state estimation problem 
for lincar systems with unknown paramcrers. 
I n  158) a convergence analysis of the E K F  is given 
C. Adaptive Filters 
Adaptive estimation may be loosely defined 3s an 
estimation or  filtering process which can adapt to any 
environmcnt by appropriately changing or estimating the 
system model while extracting all available information 
from the data. An accurate model is a solution to the 
problem of divergence due to type 2). The niodcl errors 
covariance matrix Q can be determined so as to produce 
consistcncy between rcsiduds and thcir statistics. Real- 
time feedback is thus provided from rhc rcsiduals to the 
r 
filter S;iin.-ln 1591 Mchr3 Zivcs dctailcd exposition of  
scvci;d adapiivc filterin: tcchniqucs. I n  1571 the J-  
adaptive estimator is given. To the right-hand side of thc 
differential. or differcnce. equation representing systcm 
niodcl is addcd a low frequency randoni forcins funclion 
U ( I )  representing rhc niodcl errors: 
i = I(r.1) i G U ( I )  (21) 
where G u ( i )  represents the model errors. 
function as wAl as the system state. thus adapting to a n }  
observable model or environmcntal variations. I t  must be 
noted here that the adaptive filterin? would incrcxe  the 
computational burden. 
filtering has bccn considered in 1601. A rohust Kalmm 
filter based on the iii-interval polynomial approximation 
(MIPA) nicthod for unknown nun-Gaussian noise i?l 
proposed. The MIPA Kalnian filter is shown to be 
coniputationally feasible. more efficient. and robust as 
compared with other non-Gaussian filters. A recent 
account on adaptive filtering is found in 1611. 
The J-adaptive sequential estiniator tracks this 
Recently an adaptive robustizin: approach to Kalmsn 
D. Factorization M e t h o d s  
Thcse tcchniqucs 141 mainly address the problcin of 
divergcncc due to effect of typc 3).  mentioned earlicr. 
The effccts of numericid errurs are gcncrally mmilicstrd 
in computed covariance niatriccs that fail to retain 
nonncgativity. Thcre have becn in  use several rncthodh to 
improve accuracy and to maintain nonncgativity and 
symmetry of the computer cov3riances. e.g.. periodic 
testing and rcscttinf of the diagonal and the off-diagonal 
clcmcnts [ZI I. 
A n  alternative to such patching techniques is to 
modify or replace the algorithm by one that is 
numerically reliable. Such alternative algorithms involve 
square-rooting or  factorizing the covariance or 
information matrices. The algorithms exhibit improved 
numerical accuracies and reliability as compared to the 
adhoc methods 141. The factorization implicitly preserves 
the symmetry and guarantees nonnegative eigenvalues of 
the covariance matrix. The improved behavior of the new 
algorithm can be seen as follows. Suppcse the 
computation involves the numbers nnging from I O - ”  to 
‘10”. Due to square-root type factorization this range u,ill 
become 
algorithm implerncnfed in I -precision would obtain 
accuracies that are obtain3ble wiLh 2-precision 
implementation of the conventional Kalman filter 141. 
square-root filtcrs on the basis of operations count. We 
briefly describe principles of sonic such filtcrs. 
to 10”’. As a result of this. t h e n e w  
The references 117. 621 survey and compare discrete 
SRIF; Consider a linear system corrupted by uni t  
covariance noise [63] 
where .. 
E ( v )  = 0.  E ( w T )  = I (identlty). and r n  2 I I  
I f  X and P, are the a prior1 ebtiniate and covar~anccs, 
then 
P, = R;' R;T (23) 
i, 2 R,X = R,x + 6. 124) 
and 
A computat~onally accurate method of solving (22) is 
to construct an orthogonal transformation V.(WT = I ) ,  
such that 
(25)  
where R, is upper triangular. and nonsingular when A has 
full rank. n .  
Also, 
The imponance of the a m y  l R X , f x ]  is that one can 
construct the mininium variance estimate of x,X and its 
covariance px from i t .  Finally. we have (details omittcd): 
i = Rr- i, (27) 
P, = R;'d;T. (28) 
Thc p:iir (R.2)  is called the information array. and z 
= Rx + v is c3llcd the data equation. Thc complete 
description of SRIF is given in 141. 
UDF: The UDF cen tcn  around factorizing and 
updating the factors of covariance matrix P: 
P = UDUT ( 2 9 )  
where U is u n i t  upper triangular matrix. and D is the 
diigonal ni3trix. 
The measurement and time updating pans of the U D F  
are given by 14, Theorems V.3.1 and V1.4.11. 
rcspectively. These two algorithms together with the time 
- 
propagation of states constitute the GDTpwhich is 
algebriically equivalen! to the Kalnian filter but is 
numerically reliable and accurate. In  164-661 accuracy, 
sensitivity, stability. efficiency. error analysis, and cost 
are further elaborated for UDFs. The U D F  does not 
involve arithmetic square roots and hence i t  is 
computationally more efficient than SRIF.  I t  is recursive 
and seems to be most suitable for the OBOD program. 
The effect of a priori statistic and poor  observability 
on Kalman and UDFs is demonstrated by the following 
example [64. 0 1976 IFAC]. 
Let 
ri(0) = 0 = .;?(a) (30) 
where n is normalized and y ,  and y. are the observations 
to be processed. The a priori statistic P is chosen to have 
a large value of all where u = I I c  and I is an  identity 
matrix. This  choice reflects the lack of information about 
the system. 
UDF are shown i n  the table at the bottom of this page. 
It  is obvious from the table that the Kalman filtcr 
algorithm computes negative diagonal entrics in the 
covariance matrix but UD factorization docsn't. For 
dctailed comparison with otheriKalman type and 
factorization algorithms, 1641 must be consulted. 
Partial results for the conventional Kalman filter and 
UDFIRTS Smoorlier: Smoothing is a non-red-time 
data processing scheme that uses 211 measurements 
bcrween 0 and T to estimatc the state of a systcni at a 
ccnain t ime I .  where 0 C I C T. An 0ptini:il smoothcr 
can be thought of as a suitable combination of two 
optimal filters. We describe fixed interval sniouthcr. 
wherein the initial and Gnal times 0 and T arc fixed and 
the estimate x(r l7)  or equivalently for discrctc-time 
. i ( j / N ) .  is sought. 
The. UDF-RTS smoother (671 involves smoothing as a 
backward-pass scan to a forward-pass U D  filtering. I t  
uses U D F  outputs. The backward-pass RTS recursion that 
generates smooth estimates and estimate error covariance 
is: 
x , ~ = x , ; - G j ( x , . , . , - x , . : , )  (-31) E.  SUDC Techniqiic 
P,,,V = P,,, + G , ( P , . l : , " - P l * : , q  
where 
GI = P, , jO~P; l l , , .  j = N - I .'. . 0 
with N the number of data points. 
and have their usual n 
measurements durinz a backward pass. The 
decomposition of the linear niodel dynamic31 equ3tions 
and maximum use of rank-l niatrix niodification yield a 
new algorithm based on RTS snioother recursion 1671. I t  
is claimed that this new smooiher is efficient, reliable, 
and reduces coniputer,storase. In  131. 651 we consider 
the application of  EKF, UDF. and thcse smootliers to 
SARSAT orbit determination. 
( j2) I n  a \'cry r c x m  paper 1731 an EKF and 3 sliding 
batch differential corrcctor (SUDC) nicrhod arc coiiiparcd 
in [ m i s  of 1) nccuracy using a nominal tracking 
schedule. effect of reducing the tracking schedule. 
2) accuracy i n  the presence of anomalous o r  deleted 
P:lSSCS Of data. 3) effect of  onhoard frequency sr3nd::rd 
crrors, and 4)  effect of larfc tracking and data relay 
satellite system (TDRSS) ephemeris errors. 
The SBDC is a variant of the conventional batch 
differential COrreCtOn orbit determination. The  data span 
continues 10 slide forward. pickine up a pass o f  new d m  
and droPPinZ off a Pass of old data. A pass of data means 
a set of data collected within a shon time span.  Only thc 
orbital elements that were detennined i n  a previous slide 
are propagated forward to serve as stmin: values for the 
next slide. Then a new solution is attempted usin$ thcse 
data. The details of the technique may bc. found in 173, 
ref. 2-41. 
(33) 
Tile variables without N are the outputs of (he f i l t e r  
This is a fixed-interval snioother that does not use 
inf  150. 671. 
U-6 Fi/rer: This filter allo\\,s the integration of the 
continuous state-emor covariance differential equations in 
UDUT form. This feature conibincd with a triangular 
measurenient update algorithni obtains a complete square- 
root estimation algorithm for which square roots arc 
avoided. The derailed formulation of thc a l p i t h n i  can be 
found in 1361. The U-D continuous-time propagation 
algorithm appears 10 be a promising solution to the 
c o n t i n u o u s ~ t i m e  f i l t e r  problem. H ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  incorporation of 
Markov colored noise and bias parameters and 
development of methods for directly computing U-D 
steady.srarc factors to be [,,is filtering. the respecrive filters being admissible optima1 
context i t  will be interesting to study [he technical 
discussion that further illuniinates various propenies of 
continuous and discrete UDFs and compares them from 
the pcrspcctives of accuracy and efficiency (47, 691. 
L-D Filler: The measurenicnt updarc algorithm for a 
lower u n i t  triangular matrix L is given in 170. 711. Also 
given is more efficient L-D algorithm that is superior to 
the conventiond one when the ratio between the 
dimension of the state vector and the number of states 
directly related to the rneasurenients is greater than one. 
The new algorithm takes the advantaze of the block 
rectangular stmcture of 
H = [ m ' H : O ]  
where '"'H is an  ?ti X r submatrix of H ,  the measurement 
m r i x  associated with the measurenient model. The 
F. Pugachev  Filter 
PWche'J  considers the problem of conditionally 
optimal estimation and extrapolation of the state variables 
and of estimation of unknown parameters in  nonlinear 
systems described by differential equations 1741. I t  is 
claimed that the general theory o f  conditionally optimal 
estimation includes all the efficient perhods of nonlinear 
filters in the corresponding classes. 
difference equation 1751 
Let a stochastic system be described by the first-order 
X i C l  = L ( X , . Y ; )  (35) 
where/, is a known, nonlinear function. and { v , }  is a 
sequence of independenr random variables with known 
distributions. The sequence of {z;} of nndom vecton 
z; = h , ( X ; . l J l )  
is observed, hi being a known function. 
the mean square error €(li; - in the class of 
functions of xI. ..., x ; -~ .  determined by difference 
equations of the form 
~ 
- 
(36) 
An oplirnal estimate of X;J; is required. minimizing 
(34) 
x,+n = s,p + Y; (37) 
nensurenienl vector z is dependent On the first r Stales 
mly. This stmciure is exploited to arrive at t h e  new 
ilgorithni. I t  is based on se~aratin:  the conventional L -D 
for a l l  [he values of 6,  and Y,; the integer p and the 
funtion 3, being given. and 
- 
hctors update scheme 14,481 into a sequence of L-D p = <,(i. ..- i , + & , - ! . Z , ) . (38) 
The optimal values of filter gain 6; and  Y; are given ubfactor updates. In a typical case of an inertial 
iavigation system (INS) of  27 states with 3 measured 
tales, the computational savings are by a factor of about 
.3  171). 6; = L , K Y '  
by 
Yet another way of factorization is described in [721: Y; = Iligli) - 6 ' ,  e.  'ie niatrix continued fraction eap:incion of a covariance 
iatrix. where 
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( 3 ' ) -  Filtw. 
(jZ) 
----_ .- L; = E ( x ; + ,  - E ( X ; + , ) ) P T  
K; = E ( P  - E ( P ) ) P T  If a Kalnian filter type alForithm is to be used as a 
tfigl;i = E ( ~ ~ + , , ) ,  e; = E ( P )  (-13) 
and E indicates expectation. 
I t  is obvious that the filter gain computations are quite 
involvcd. I f  they are not required to be done in real-time, 
then i t  can be easily seen from (37) and (38)  that the 
Pugachev filter is computationally very simple. 
The nunlerical properties and computational aspects o f  
this new filter have nof yet been fully explored. The orbit 
determination problem. being nonlinear, offers a potential 
application of this filter. The  filter recursion, being 
simple, can be easily implemented on a microcomputer- 
However, the filter gain computation seems to be a very 
coniplex process. The application of this filter could not 
hc. traced except in (751 where i t  is used for a linear 
oroblem. 
Remorh :  There have been many other t y p e  of 
estimators in use for the problem of orbit detcmiination 
(OD). We chose to compare only those estimation 
techniques which have been widely used andlor follow 3 
siifl of evolutionary pattern. Table 111 reveals that the first 
five types of filters have been applied to numerous 
acrospace problems. The remaining algorithms or their 
applications are relatively new. These techniques offer 
options and opponunities for funher research on their 
thcorctical chinis.  numerical and computational 
propcflies. and implementation. 
batch-processor then the observations are processed at the 
end of each satellite pass. This docs not in e real-time 
requirement on the SBC. However. if orbitat estimates 
are required in real-time. s:iy for onliiie corrective action. 
then a reasonably kist processor would be  requirrd. The 
entire computation Tor estiniation of states per 
nieasurenient data should be done well within one 
sampling interval. I f  ohservarions are avaihblc  at a very 
fast rate and if  a11 of them are to be considered then the 
choice becomes very crucial. Cociputational requirements 
for implementation of thc discrcte Kalman filter are given 
in  1771. The  time and storafe requirements have been 
thoroughly analyzed. Lofic t imes ;Ire also given. Usin: 
this infomiation i n  conjunctioii with the clock rate; 
arithmetic operation timcs. and instruction cycle time of a 
given SBC. the tor31 coriiputarion time required for the 
filter to process a single (o r  vector) observation can be 
estimated. Similar calculations can be perfomied for 
factorization methods based on 14, 631. 
Although the need for real-time orbit estimation niay 
not be great. Kalmnn filtering and equivalently 
factorization methods (cspcci~lly U-D filter) offer scveral 
advantages over the wcightcd least-squares methods for 
OBOD. For OBOD/SBC the major s3ftwarc design 
constraints might be processor weight. size. and power; 
hence computationally efficient and numerically rclidblc 
orbit estimators.havc much to offer. 
V. COMPUTATIONAL ASPECTS VI. APPLICATION REVIEW 
We briefly discuss some computationa~ aspects rcklted Most of  the tcchniqucs di\cusscd in Section I V  have 
to nicasurcnient data editing and filter implen1ciltJtiol1. been applied to various acrospacc problems: orbit 
dctemination. attitude cstiniation. intemlanrf>rv 
Data Editing 
r.-~~-.--l 
navigitioo of the Viking-Mars and Voyaser-Jupiter 
spacecraft. GPS-aided aircraft navieation. seasat - 
O D ~ I  nlUS[ include features of data editing. The dtimetry. calibration. aircraft and niissile tracking. etc. 
118. 21. 22. 34. 39. 56, 57. 73. 781. Also see 
applications references of 1781. 
results of some eslimXors for orbit determination and i 
related problems. These rebults arc presented with respeci 
to some major aspects of ODP/OBOD which we have 
described in the previous sections. I t  may be noted that ' 
the information not discussed or only implicitly 
mentioned i n  the relcvant refercnce is denoted by a dash. 
presents 3 n  analysis of the acumcies obtainable with an: 
ad h o c  mtononious orbit n:ivi:ratioi~ systein. The analysis 
was made realistic by including various types of enors ifi 
iiii1i:ll coiidition. SCliSOr. Iliodels. algcrithm, and 
computarions. Digital si~iiuI:ition of the actual navigation 
; i i~~~r i th r i i s  I Y ~ S  perfoniicd wilh : i l l  crior sources includd 
~ u t ! i u r s  also pave SOIIIC ~ i ~ i i i i ~ ~ i i s  oil omput:ition;il 
: I Z I ~ Y I \  :iiid SIIC r q ~ i i r c t ~ i ~ i i t ~ .  
editing niay be built into the OD program or may bc 
accomplished prior to beginnins the filtering. I t  is 
comnion to use the current orbit estimate to fomi a set of 
mcasurcment residuals on which to perform the editin:. 
The nicasurement data is ignored i f  its residual is larger 
than some specified value or  if i ts  residual deviates from 
the mean residual for that measurement type by marc 
than some number of standard deviations 1761. 
they can be processed, then prefiltcring or data 
compression is applied. An average of the mcasurcnients 
(orcr cyclc time of filter computation) is used every cyclc 
tiinc. I t  is interesting to note that' the original noise is 
sniootiled. but aii addi[iuii:il emor due to smouthing of [hi: 
sifn:il occurs [ S O .  ch. 81. htan)! other filter 
iiiiplctiie~ir;i~ion a s p c t s  ;KC 3150 ~ i s ~ u s s x l  
Ircquciir d:i[:i c:iii a1.w bc h:indicJ i n  a t w ~ i - l o o ~ ~  
iiiipl~ii:eiir:iti~~ti of rI:c EKF [Yl]~ 
2 \ ( ) I .  .t Si,.lt.\ 0 5  T!iE O!ilil'l l~V3'i:X\ttS:; I IOS l 'ROl<:~l . . \ !  
In Table IV we collect representative application 
I f  nleasurcmtnts are available more frequently than 
One of the earliest papers on OBOD is 1341. I t  
[ jol .  h f ~ i r c  
g6 
P - " I-li 
L - i i  
P 3  
v w  
P 0.5 
VSO 
The paper by White et al. 1351 addressed the problem 
of joint attitude and orbit estimation using stars and 
landmarks. Their twelve-state approach to joint attitude- 
orbit determination achieved acceptable filter 
performance. Although star measurements did not directly 
affect the ephemeris-components, they provided the 
necessary attitude accuracy needed to optimally utilize the 
landmark information. This is an interesting application 
result for OBOD. 
their performance in orbit prediction. I t  highlights the 
Reference I791 compares four filtering algorithms for 
numerical deficiencies of the conventional and stabilized 
Kalman algorithms. It is important to note that accuracies 
of the U-D filter using single precision (I-p) arithmetic 
consistently matched the double precision results of 
conventional filters. The U-D filter has excellent 
numerical properties and is computationally as efficient as 
Kalman filter. It is also relatively insensitive to the 
variations in the a priori statistics. The authors give 
systematic and realistic simulation results to support their 
claims; actually the claims are the results of their 
exhaustive study of the numerical and computational 
IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON AEROSPACE AND ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS VOL AES-21, NO 3 MAY 1985 
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aspects of these filters. They study a complete 19-state (9 
dynamic and 10 bias parameters) model. scaling of  the a 
priori state and data covariances. and reduce -dimpsion 
problems. in every case of this coniprehensi e study the 
algorithms. Similar studies for SARSAT OD are 
underway. 
fictorization algorithms outperformed a l l  the L alman 
A17 A.rk/c: An interestins study of performance 
degradation in digitally implemented Kalman filter was 
presented in [XOI. The causes o f  diver, "mce "ere 
investigated. A software was developed for the PDP- I I/ 
45 computer system which can perform various arithmetic 
operations as i f  the processor were o f  any eiven 
wordlength between I and 62 bits. The performance 
analysis was dons for 4. 8. 12, and 16 bit wordlengths. 
The siniulation results were compared with analytical 
prediction and the agreement was found to be good. 
These results should be useful in deciding what word- 
I c l i ~ t h  processor i s  required for a particular application to 
meet accuracy specifications. Similar studies (or other 
algorithms would shed more light on their numerical 
properties. Such investigations would be vey  valuable for 
OBOD projects. Funher research could be done in this 
direction. 
Vonbun et al. 1371 present results of using an  STS 
tracking system data for orbit determination. The new 
tracking system type i s  offered as an alternative to 
gruund-based tracking spteni .  The result> of the ATS-6; 
GEOS-3 and ATS-6/NlktBUS-6 STS trackin? orbit 
determination experiments arc prcscntcd. h e r  satell ite 
orbits were detcmiincd with accuracies comparable to  
wh;it i s  obtainable from ground IrackinS sy~lcnis utilizing 
a lhycsian least squares estimation technique with a g00d 
a priori cstimatc o1'states o f  a relay satcll i tc. 
Taplcy and Peters [46] conipare the performance of 
EKF. UDF. and U-D (U-D continuous) filters in ternis o f  
efficiency and accuracy. The U-D f i l ter  i s  offered as an 
alternative to UDF. Although not faster. i t  was claimed to 
yield Zreater accuracy than UDF. Additional study is  
required to test the stability and adaptability of the 
algorithm. The authors study the effect o f  step s i z e d  the 
niudified Euler integrator on position and velocity errors. 
W e  tabulate these results only for rhe case of step size 
equal to 3 s .  
use sequential piecewise recursive [SPWR] filter that has 
two-loop implementation. I t  updates the state 2nd error 
covariance at different rates. This improves the navigation. 
accuracy by processing a11 available measurements 
without increasing the computational load on the 
processor. Real-time system implementation i s  also 
discussed. Assume that four satell i tes (GPS-NAVSTAR) 
arc being tracked sequentially. The filter f"ins for each 
satellite are assumed to be initialized during the signal- 
acquisition phase. During the steady-state operation. the 
receiver i s  making measurements on each satcliite. and 
these measurements are incorporated one at a time in the 
navigation-filter fast loop. In parallel with the Fast loop. 
Another GPS study i s  represented in [ S l  1. The authors 
R O L  S. SINI&\. ON Ttlll  ONUIr  D E l E K ~ t l S A T l O ~  PKOHt.Ehf 
the covariance i s  updated in real-time, and the filter gain 
i s  computed in the slow loop for the satellites in the samp 
sequence as t l ie i r  measurements are incorporated into the 
fast loop. In a l l  simulation5 and field tests presented, the 
algorithm perfornied reliably. 
parameter sets for system model and measurement types 
in EKF to estimate orbital states o f  near-Earth, polar orbit 
satellite. Required accuracies are obtainable for all the 
parameter sets. However. only use of range and/or range 
rate data did not achieve acceptable accuracy in the 
satellite's position. The best data set was considered to be 
of observables: azimuth. elevation, and range (from 
ground-based site). Reference IZZ l  deals u,ith the similar 
problem but uses only range rate data and compares the 
performance of Epoch time filter (ETF) and EKF for 
simulated as well as real data. ETF did not meet the 
SARSAT accuracy specification: I kni position error. 
However. EKF did better than the specitications. This 
orbit estimator was baselined for the Canadian SARSAT 
LUT (Local U x r  Terminal) 1221. These two references 
are an excellent study on SARSAT OD.  
TDRSS. They coiiiparc EKF and SBDC estimators for 
two types of orbits: a high-inclination. near-circular orbit 
with an altitudc oi  700 kni (Landsat-4) and a niodcrately 
inclined. lower ;iltitudc orbit. the G;ininia Ray 
0hserv;itory fCKOl. Thc I'DRSS i\ a \ystem u l  three 
tracking and d m  rcI:iy  satellite^ 10 bc maintained in 
circular. ncar-equ:itori;il. gcos!nchronous orbits. Tuo 
tracking iiiodc5 \\ere studied lor use in OUOD: one-way 
Doppler and tw i -wa? range and:or Doppler. The one-way 
D(ipp1cr iiicasurciiients would be extractcd onboard thc 
user sp:tcccr;tit iruln t r x k i ng  siznals originating on the 
ground. rclaycd t l i rwgh a TDRS. and rcccivcd by t i l t  
user spacecraft. The two-way data would he extnctcd and 
time tagged on the ground from the round-trip 
propagation of the tracking siynals: the resultin: ditta arc 
collected and reliiycd back to the user spacecraft through 
the coniniand link. .Tiit ?onclu>iun of their btudy was that 
the EKF and SUOC per furn id  zimilarly irhen siiiiilar 
data were given. 
the aspect5 u l  i i l te r  itiiplrlinentat~on. computation time. 
and numerical problems have not been discussed 
explicitly. That the mordlength of the digital computer on 
which the algiirirhni i s  inipleniented plays an imponant 
role in  a l i l ter'* pcrlormance. is  we l l  established by the 
results of l7Y. XOI. Since these aspects assume greater 
significance fur an OBOD project. they mug be well 
attended to. 
Reference 1211 gives results of using various 
Dunham ct al. 1721 tackle the probleni o f  OBOD with 
Scannip these r e w l t  we  find t ha t -i n  many instances 
VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
We haye addressed the problem of  ODiOUOD in the 
light o f  i ts  cun\titueiits and leaiure5 01- pronlisinfi 
altcrniitives. Our revie\v of estimators and their 
represenl;itivc ;ipplicarion results i h  i i i e m t  to be v iewed 
from the common pcrspectivcs of accuracy. rcliahility. 
and efficiency. The Icchniques discusccd span a large 
evolutionary frame of time and dcvclnpnient: 
conventional to modern practices in system models. data 
types. estimators. and orbit determination. We have 
mainly focused our attention o n  nierits and demerits of 
various alternatives offered for ODIOUOD. Our csplicit 
tabular approach makcs this very c l c x  Due to space 
limitation we have not included details rcgardingmodels 
and algorithms o l  filters. We have highlighted the 
imponant aspects of OBOD. In particular. stability and 
accuracy are crucial lo OBOD implcmcniation and 
perrormance succsss. The faclorizafion methods ( c . 2 . .  
UDF) being numerically stablc and ilccuriltc and having 
long since established their reliability and utility off'er 
promising alternatives for OBOD nlethoddofp.  Funher 
research is required on the theoretical claitns, nunirrical 
and cornputalional propenies. as well as implementation 
aspects in respect to niany contctiiporary alrernatives 
bcing offered for OD/OBOD. 
evolve 3n  ODM with good numsric;tl propenies. 
I t  is hoped that $his exposition wi l l  hclp researchers 
APPENDIX 
The auxiliary equations related IU UShf :trc L' 'tvcn as 
sin X = cn3qM/P 
cos A = (& - e&)/P 
v,, = R,,cos A + R,?sin h 
V,, = R,cos A - R,,sin A + C 
J 
and 
The local sidereal time or the insrantaneous longitude of 
the site is given by 1301. 
d 0 
dl 
0 = B, + e,r, + e2T: + ( I )  - + A~ 
8, = 99O.6909833 
e2 = 36000".7689 
B, = 0".000038708 
T, = J.D. - 2415020 cent. 
36525 
J.D. = Julian Date 
de 
- =  0.25068477 deg/min. 
dt 
-sin 0 cos 0 
-cos 8.  sin Q+ -sin 0 sin aT cos I& 
cos 0 cos OF sin t) cos Qr sin 4, 
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